FROM THE LIBRARY DIRECTOR:

The Library has been asked to cut its base budget by 3% for the coming year. Some of the cuts we will make in order to meet the 3% mandate include the following:

- Cut the bindery budget by 66% (a savings of $20,000)
- Discontinue printing the Library’s bimonthly newsletter (it will still be produced online)
- Eliminate the .5 FTE position responsible for working at the information desk from 4:30-9:30 PM Monday through Thursday (we’ll continue to provide information desk service until 6 PM).
- Cut supplies, printing, continuing education, and many other budget categories.
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SURVIVING ORGANIZATIONAL CHANGE: MANAGEMENT TIPS FOR COPING IN TIMES OF WORKPLACE UNREST

Contributed by Helen May
(From: Nursing Capsule, December 1999. Reprinted with permission.)

Across the country, hospitals and healthcare organizations are under siege. Higher cost, lower reimbursement, increasingly strict and complicated regulations and laws, and huge financial deficits are causing hospitals, including UAMS, to have to scramble to find ways to keep our doors open and deliver safe care.

These are times when leaders have to make very difficult decisions, and all employees have to find ways to deal with the high anxiety accompanying an uncertain future.

As managers, directors, and front line staff, each of us responds emotionally to times of change based on our own experience dealing with loss or grief.

The Grief Cycle for Personal Change:

- Shock
- Denial, disbelief and self-isolation
- Anger
- Bargaining
- Guilt and Remorse
- Panic
- Depression
- Resignation to the situation
- Acceptance
- Building
- Opportunity: Growth and New Directions
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DOES THE LIBRARY OWN THIS JOURNAL?

Q. How do I find out if the Library owns a specific journal?

A. This is a question that is asked often, especially now that the UAMS Library has an online catalog, and is phasing out the print journal lists that have served so well for the last 20 years.

The lists are being discarded because the journal environment at UAMS is changing so fast that keeping print lists updated cannot be done quickly and correctly.

The best way to find out what journals can be accessed (note, not just owned, but accessed) via the UAMS Library is to use our online catalog. But remember, if the Library does NOT have access in either electronic or print form, the title will not be in the catalog.

The address for the online catalog is www.libcatalog.uams.edu, or it can be accessed from the Library's home page at www.library.uams.edu. Once at the home page, click on the live link called: UAMS Library Catalog and Other Library Catalogs.

That link takes you to: Library Catalog Main Menu. The first option is: Search the Catalog. Click on that one, and you will go to: Library Catalog Search Menu. The second option on that screen is TITLE.

Click on TITLE. At the Title Search Screen, follow the directions by typing in the title you want, using the words at the beginning of the title.
NEW FEATURE IN OVID:

UAMS Library journal holdings can now be accessed directly from the OVID database system!

In OVID, when looking at the "abstract" or "complete reference" view, you have the option at the top of the screen to click on the link: UAMS Libraries Web Catalog.

This brings up another window showing the holdings of that journal title in the UAMS Library catalog. By pressing "Alt" and "Tab", it will toggle you back to the OVID screen!

This great innovation allows you to know precisely what issues the Library holds of a particular journal title. If you have questions about this feature, or would like a demonstration, please call the Library's Information Desk at 686-6734 or e-mail us.
LIBRARY EXHIBIT

"The Holiday Season is Here" is the title of the current exhibit in the Library's exhibit cases. Come and read about mistletoe and holly and how you can "gift" the Library at this special season. The exhibit will continue during regular library hours through January 31, 2000.

NEW EXIT GATE TO BE INSTALLED

On December 21, 1999, the Library will install a new exit gate for its Checkpoint security system. The present turnstiles were moved from the previous library site in 1977, and have served the library well. However, the new gate conforms to ADA requirements, and will be less physically intrusive than the present equipment.

INTERLIBRARY LOANS LIMITED

The UAMS Library Interlibrary Loan Department is not borrowing original materials (books, journal issues/volumes, or audio visual items) during the month of December. We will resume borrowing of original material January 3, 2000. Requests for photocopied material will be processed as usual.

LIBRARY PEOPLE

Jan and Tom Hart, Tim Muren, Jana Allcock and Mary Hawks worked to clean up our section of Markham (and more, in the case of the Harts) on November 6, 1999.

Administration: Ruth Riley has resigned her position as Associate Director to become the new Director at the University of South Carolina Medical Library in Columbia, South Carolina. We wish her well in her new position.

Learning Resource Center: Loretta Edwards as well as Jan and Tom Hart rode their horses in the Christmas parade in downtown Little Rock on Saturday, December 11, 1999. They rode as member of the Trailblazers, #28 in the parade lineup.

Systems: Eric Dousay is the new Web Manager for the Library as of November 22, 1999.
From the Library Director (continued)

Two of our highest priorities when considering these cuts were to minimize the impact on library services and to try to preserve the collections (journals, databases, books, and audiovisuals) budget. We have added approximately 300 full-text journals in the past two years and need to add many more in order to make information more accessible not only for our on-campus users, but also for the AHECs and the growing number of distance education students enrolled at UAMS. We will do a comprehensive review of our journal holdings this year to determine which ones we can cancel and which new ones need to be added. We will be asking for input from UAMS personnel before making decisions concerning journal cancellations.

During the next six months, we will also be reviewing our organizational structure and the duties of each position to determine if changes need to be made which will make the operation of the Library more efficient and effective. I encourage you to provide us with input at any time, but especially as we go through this difficult budget-cutting period.

[Back to the top]
THE SUPPORT PROJECT TO IMPROVE CARE AT THE END OF LIFE
This film focuses on the goals and outcomes of the Robert Wood
Johnson Foundation's controversial Support Study, which looked at the
ways very seriously ill patients are cared for in American hospitals today.

This video looks primarily at the Study's second phase, during which teams of nurses were hired and specially trained
to facilitate communication between patients, their families, and their physicians. The Study report has generated
considerable national debate, since it indicates that these efforts to improve communication resulted in no significant
improvement in the patient outcomes being measured. (VHS)

THE VANISHING LINE
When does life become a fate worse than death? In this age of medical "miracles", increasing numbers of doctors,
patients and their families are forced to face this question. Physician/filmmaker Maren Monsen guides our view of this
modern dilemma and its timeless implications as she takes us on a quest to discover an "art of dying" in a world that
taught her well to prolong life, but offered few prescriptions for treating death. (VHS)

AN ELECTRONIC COMPANION TO STATISTICS
This program is designed to accompany statistics textbooks. Using animation, video and user-controlled diagrams
along with text, presents concepts in statistics. Includes self-testing questions (with hints) and a glossary. (CD-ROM)

COMPREHENSIVE REVIEW OF COLPOSCOPY
Designed for the practicing physician, allied support staff, and resident education, this CD gives you two ways to learn
about colposcopy - through interactive patient presentations and interactive tutorials. The program simulates everyday
practice and features slide images, 3-D animation, and audio narration. (CD-ROM)

NURSING PROCESS IN PRE & POST-SURGICAL CARE
Disc 1 starts with a pretest which gives feedback following each decision screen. Following the pretest, the learner
enters the clinical simulation and, using the steps of the nursing process, admits a patient scheduled to undergo a
laparoscopic cholecystectomy, takes the history, identifies areas of concern, and determines nursing diagnoses, goals,
outcomes, and interventions. In addition, the learner prepares the patient for surgery, completes documentation, and
evaluates the success of the interventions. Disc 2 continues the nursing process algorithm present in disc 1. The
clinical simulation proceeds through the first few hours of postop care. The learner performs assessment, evaluates
the data, encounters problems, and determines interventions. The learner is given the opportunity to modify
preoperative nursing diagnoses, goals, and outcomes based on changes in the patient's postoperative course of
recovery. A posttest concludes the program (CD-ROM)
Note: These items are NOT available in the library at this printing but can be brought in for preview/purchase.

COASTAL
- Bloodborne Pathogens: A sharper Image (VHS)
- Infection Control: Chain Reaction (VHS)
- Age-Specific Care: It’s Relative (VHS)

YAI NATIONAL INSTITUTE
- Children with Special Needs (36 tape VHS series)

MEDICAL AV COMMUNICATIONS, INC.
Communications Skills in Clinical Practice
- Dealing with Feelings
- Hidden Agendas and Special Situations
- Breaking Bad News
- Genetic Testing, Pediatrics, End-of-Life (VHS)

HEALTH SCIENCES CONSORTIUM
- Gram Stain Primer: A Microscopic Review of Microbial Pathogens (CD-ROM)

TANGENT SCIENTIFIC SOFTWARE
- Interactive Knee (CD-ROM)
- Interactive Foot & Ankle (CD-ROM)
- Minor Surgery & Skin Lesions (CD-ROM)
- Axion Humanscope - Professional (CD-ROM)

CONCEPT MEDIA
- Ups and Downs of pH (VHS)
- Respiratory Alkalosis and Acidosis (VHS)
- Making Sense of pH (CD-ROM)
- Peritoneal Dialysis (VHS)
- Hemodialysis (VHS)
- Continuous Renal Replacement Therapy (VHS)

AMBROSE VIDEO
- The Sleep Files: A nine-film series about sleep and altered states of consciousness (VHS)

TERRA NOVA FILMS
- Managing and Understanding Behavior Problems in Persons with Alzheimer’s Disease and Related Disorders (10 VHS series)

Interested in any of these titles? For publisher information on the above items contact the Learning Resource Center or submit a request for information. Note: only UAMS Faculty can request material be brought in for preview.
Surviving Organizational Change (continued)

Try this exercise:

1) Think of a time you went through great change; a job change, a move from one state to another, the death of a close family member or friend, divorce, marriage.

2) Now, think of how you dealt with this life event. Do you feel you adapted quickly, or did it take months or more to feel centered again? Did you look positively toward the future? Do you feel that, coming out of it, you learned or grew stronger from it? Are you still dealing with the loss, the change, and perhaps angry or remorseful about the outcomes?

We tend to carry the same set of coping mechanisms through life unless we consciously work to improve them. We might apply the same positive or negative attitude to a job change as we did toward a previous life change. However, coping skills can be learned.

Here are some tips for how to help yourself and your staff or co-workers through times of stressful organizational change.

- Be honest about the situation.
- Say what you know.
- Say what you do not know.
- Say what you think might happen.
- And say what you are worried about.

This gives others the benefit of preparing for their future, even if it is uncertain what will happen. They are adults and deserve to have as much control as possible over their destiny.

Allow questions, speculations, and time for all to let it sink in. Arrange for follow-up discussion as needed. This allows employees to process the information and surrounding emotions at their own pace. Sometimes the initial shock takes a long time to pass.

Don't take the anger of staff personally. And OWN you own anger. It is a natural part of the process, but it is not necessarily appropriate to place blame.

Does the Library Own This Journal?
(continued)

If there are many items on the next screen, you can limit to "Journals Only" if you want. To do this, click on the arrow next to "View Entire Collections" in the area above the displayed titles. Select "Journals (all locations)". Then click on "Search". Once you are satisfied with the selection presented, click on the one closest to what you want.

Once you reach the correct journal title, the page will list the Library's holdings, if the Library owns it in hard copy. The page will also provide a live link to any electronic holdings that are accessible, by saying, immediately below the title and publisher information:
Click on the following to:
Connect to online version

Once you click on "Connect to online version", you enter the Web, at the home page for the journal.

If the Library only has electronic access, the notation: [electronic journal] will appear immediately after the journal title on the page, and a live link will be provided after the note "Click on the following to:" The information on that page will also give any system requirements for accessing that title, such as Adobe Acrobat.

There are many journals for which the Library has both hard copy and electronic access, but be very aware that electronic journal issue availability can be quite limited.

If you have questions, contact the Information Desk at 686-6734, or via e-mail.